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Outline
•Introduction. The Reformist Loneliness
•Market adjustment and the Euro
 European Institutions leave little space to government action

- Fiscal and Monetary governance, competition policy
- Structural reforms
Does it come from Optimal Currency Areas theory?
 The theoretical roots of the single currency

•1990s-2015: The Euro and the New Consensus
Growth and imbalances
 The Greek tragedy: Austerity and Super Mario Draghi

•Surrogates of fiscal federalism
 Risk sharing vs Risk reduction

•The Covid crisis: an Hamiltonian moment? 
•The post Covid Phase
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Scope of the Talk

•The debate on the euro has been monopolized by  Eurosceptics and 
Euro fanatics 
•These two opposite political platforms stem from a common 

premise: the Euro is intrinsically neoliberal. Then:
 The eurosceptics call for a return to the sovereign state
 The partisans of the Status Quo call for doubling on reform effort

•This common premise is a victory for euroscepticism: crises and 
divergence point to the failure of the euro: if it is either this or 
nothing, well then... Better nothing!
•Challenging this premise is therefore the most important task of 

those who believe in the European project
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Market adjustments and the euro

•Is the euro “neoliberal”? Well, yes
 Emphasis on markets as main drivers of growth and convergence
 European institutions (and have left little space to government action

- The Maastricht criteria are all nominal (real growth is the job of markets)
- Stability and Growth Pact limits fiscal policy to automatic stabilization
- The ECB mandate, contrary e.g. to the Fed, is limited to the inflation objective
- Strong emphasis on competition (let markets work!) and refusal of industrial policies
 Reforms are the main only path to growth

•But, does it need to be? Hell no!
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Neoliberal Euro? A Reminder on         
Optimal Currency Areas
•The theory dates back to Mundell (1961). When is it optimal to 

abandon sovereign currency and join a monetary union?
•The main cost is the loss of monetary policy as a tool to absorb 

asymetric shocks. This is not a problem if:
Markets are flexible and adjust (mobility, wages, capital movements, credit 

markets; in short: any market risk sharing) or
Government risk sharing (transfers through government budget)

•The choice was made in the 1990s to rely on markets to absorb  
asymmetric shocks. But nothing in the theory made this inevitable
•The choice is due to the intellectual environment (the 

“mainstream”) that underpinned the construction of the Euro
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The Theoretical Roots of the Single 
Currency
• In the 1980s, after the clashes between Keynesian and Neoclassical economists, 

the profession settled on a “New Consensus”:
• The New Consensus is basically the old neoclassical school revised
 Short run fluctuations have little, if any, influence on long run growth
 Structural reforms are the only tool capable of shifting the natural equilibrium through 

supply side improvements
 Discretionary policy is ineffective. Rules are more efficient as they help agents form 

expectations (automatic stabilizers, Taylor Rule)
 The preferred tool for policy makers should be monetary policy: Fiscal policy is subject 

to biases and lags
 Monetary policy stabilizes output through stable inflation rates (expectations 

anchoring)
• This is what the drafters of the Maastricht Treaty had in the back of their minds
• But the Consensus can change…
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1990s-2015: The Euro and the New 
Consensus
•1999-2008 Great convergence
 Peripheral countries grow faster
 Their growth and investment is financed by savings by core countries
Current account imbalances appear. Excess demand in periphery compensates 

for excess supply in the core
 Benign external debt: future growth will allow to repay it

•Well, think again!
 The capital flows are much larger than excess savings
 They do not finance productive investment but (worldwide) investment in 

nonproduced assets (housing), and consumption
Debt increases but not assets  financial fragility
 The crisis exposes the “delusion” of markets and policy makers

- Sudden stop: reversal of capital flows
- Increase of interest rates in the periphery
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The Austerity Tragedy

•The global financial (GFC) crisis of 2008
 Excessive private debt (inequality, bubbles, financial deregulation)
Housing market crisis (in the US but also in some EU countries)
 “Deleveraging”: the private sector stops spending to reduce debt
 Aggregate demand crisis

•The policy reaction is “textbook”, and effective!
Monetary policy to avoid collapse of the financial market
 Fiscal policy to restart demand and stop the recession

•2009-10. The crisis goes to Europe
Greek elections (October 2009): frauds in debt and deficit statistics
Attention shifts to public debt: Government is the problem!

• Berlin View: Structural adjustment programs in peripheral 
countries
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But is public debt the problem?

•But is 
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The problem is imbalances
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The Austerity Season and SuperMario

•Synchronization: Austerity imposed to peripheral countries is 
followed by core countries too
•Procyclical fiscal policies. Demand deficiency  Second EMU 

recession (2013)
•ECB Intervention
 “Whatever it takes” (2012) to stop speculation
Quantitative Easing in 2015

•But monetary policy cannot replace fiscal policy
 Zero Lower Bound
 (in EMU): country specific fiscal policy needs (coordination instead of 

synchronization)
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Bold Reform. In the Wrong Direction

•Europe changed with the sovereign debt crisis
 Institutional Reform

- Fiscal Compact Six-Two Pack
- Banking Union
- ESM

•In a few sentences: Accent mostly on strengthening compliance to 
stricter rules (Fiscal profligacy view / New Consensus)
Coordination/control is now continuous and ex ante (EU semester)
 Recognition of macroeconomic imbalances that nevertheless do not bite like 

fiscal discipline
 Refusal to collectively manage country shocks



Meanwhile, in the rest of the world…

•Rethinking macroeconomics
After the financial crisis loss of confidence on market optimality (or capacity 

to converge to the natural equilibrium)
New work on

- Fiscal policy and public investment
- Monetary/Fiscal policy mix
- Reassessment of discretionary policies vis à vis rules
- Timing and type of structural reforms
- Link between cycle and growth

•In a sentence: the cursor between market and government 
stabilizations is moving back to the center
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Conclusion: A good crisis wasted
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L’Europe se fera dans les crises et elle sera la somme des solutions apportées
à ces crises.

[Europe will be forged in crises, and will be the sum of the solutions 
adopted for those crises.]

Monnet, J. (1976) Mémoires (Paris: Fayard)

•Europe changed with the sovereign debt crisis
 Institutional Reform

- Fiscal Compact Six-Two Pack
- Banking Union
- ESM
 In a few sentences: Accent mostly on strengthening 

compliance to stricter rules (Berlin View /New Consensus)
- Coordination/control is now continuous and ex ante (EU semester)
- Recognition of macroeconomic imbalances that nevertheless do not 

bite like fiscal discipline
- Refusal to collectively manage country shocks (Berlin won!)



Surrogates of Fiscal Federalism

•A more balanced mix between government and market risk sharing 
would be optimally obtained within a federal structure (once again, 
the US are a good benchmark)
•The political viability of the USE is close to zero
•What we need then are surrogates of a federal structure
 EMU unemployment scheme
A EMU stabilization fund
Completion of capital market union and banking union
Coordination/common industrial policies
 EU wide investment programs in global public goods (health, ecological 

transition, transportation, etc)
•The objective is to increase the risk sharing capacity, to curb 

divergence
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Then Came Covid: Whatever it Takes
•An atypical crisis: demand-cum-supply shock
•Most of the emergency response was put in place by countries 

(repeat after me, we are not the United States of Europe)
•Massive fiscal effort to:
 Scale up health care capacity
 Keep the economy alive when in lockdown

- Sustain incomes (job retention schemes, unemployment benefits etc)
- Provide firms with liquidity (guarantees, loans, deferral of payments, subsidies)

•The EU acted as a facilitator
 ECB: PEPP
Commission:

- Suspension clause of SGP
- Softer state aid rules
- Financial assistance (e.g., SURE, Pandemic ESM, etc)
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Unprecedented support                            
for labour markets 



Labour market support: the case of France
•April 2020 “Activité partielle” (job retention scheme)
 70% of gross wage paid by the government. Extended to services
 (Partially) renewed until June 2021
 Total cost, €27bn (1.3% of GDP). In December 2.4mln workers still 

covered
 The advantages of job retention schemes: No need to explain to this 

crowd!

•Cut social contributions for firms
•Looking forward: Labour markets and the Plan de relance
 €100bn in 2 years (40% financed by Next Generation EU)
Mostly public investment and incentives for private investment
Measures for labour markets:

- Youth training (€9bn)
- Long run “activité partielle” and retraining (€7.6bn)
- Training (€1bn) and social inclusion (€0.32bn) 
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A costly dam…
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…but also quite a successful one: Eurozone

Source: 
European 
Commission
Ameco Database
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Beware of Comparisons

•The US vs the EU: beware of comparisons
 Different institutions play an important                                                            

role: Automatic stabilization does not make the headlines, but it counts!
 Fiscal space is an issue for most of the world economy

Source: Lukasz and Summers 2019



The Medium Run: Recovery and Structural
Transformation

•The challenges ahead
 Restart growth
 Jump on a sustainable growth path
Manage the debt legacy

•These are tasks beyond individual countries’ possibilities
•Europe is moving. With problems, but it is moving
Consultation process on the revision of fiscal rules
Next Generation EU (the Recovery Fund)
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Recovery Fund: Hamiltonian Moment?
•Commission proposal: #NextGenerationEU (May 27).
•Approved on July 21° by the Council, unaltered in its innovative principles, even 

if with some concessions to the frugals
 Joint debt issuance
 Allocation (grants and loans) based on needs

• €500bn of Commission debt guaranteed by the EU budget
 Distributed before 2026 repaid  starting in 2028 for thirty years with own resources, 

possibly (web tax, plastic tax, etc.), or through an increase of Member States’ 
contributions
 Consistent with the Von der Leyen Commission work program (Green investment, 

digitalization, etc)
• Remarks:
 Interesting even for net contributors (the mortgage principle)
 The end of the German taboo, (limited and temporary) mutualization and joint effort.
 Conditions? They are most welcome! But it depend which ones
 The (Italian but not only) problem: spend well and quickly
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The way ahead

•A Common Fiscal Policy?
•The Debate on Rules
•The Debt Legacy
•The Entrepeneurial State
 Industrial Policy
 Public Investment

• Inflation?
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Conclusion: A Renewed Role for Fiscal 
Policy in the EU

•The EU reform worksites should take stock of the renewed 
importance of fiscal policy. To avoid putting it back in the closet, a 
permanent capacity to implement discretionary policy needs to be 
created
•The debate on the reform of rules should go hand in hand with the 

debate on the creation of a central fiscal capacity (the permanent 
recovery fund)
 Two possible ways
Create fiscal capacity at the center and constrain Member States (the US model)
 Keep most of fiscal policy national and radically reform fiscal rules

•The risk is of a mild loosening of fiscal rules (a limited golden rule?) 
and nothing else
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Looking Forward: a Common Fiscal 
Capacity?
•A successful Recovery Fund would pave the way for the debate on a 

permanent fiscal capacity for the EU
•"How to spend it": pan-European                                     

investment plans 
•The theme of resources: what to spend?                                                   

The taxation of multinationals is one of the central issues of the 
coming years.
•Waiting for Godot. What about national policies? The importance 

of the debate on reforming fiscal rules: towards a golden rule?
•On what to spend it? What industrial policy? What role for the 

entrepreneurial state?
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The Debate on Fiscal Rules

•February 5th: The Commission launches a consultation process
 The SGP is procyclical
 It is too baroque
 It is biased against public investment

•A Golden Rule?
•Rules or Coordination? A new role for the European Semester
•Rules or Standards? Blanchard et al
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The Debt Legacy
•Massive fiscal effort. Who will pay? If all goes well, nobody!
 Secular stagnation and low interest rates
 Chronic excess private savings requires chronic government negative 

savings
 Investment creates debt but also capital
 The key to debt sustainability is credibility

Source: Lukasz and Summers 2019



Managing Debt: What are we talking    
about?
•Monetization comes with potential costs: Inflation and fiscal 

dominance. But it is not impossible nor unprecedented
•Monetization for pushing growth
 Reassert central bank independence to minimize costs

•Cancellation is “Pareto Inferior
 Same as monetization for debt sustainability
 Imbalance in CB balance sheet
Negative signal to markets

•A European Debt Agency?
Common debt with no mutualization
 Politically viable
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Public Investment at the Centre of the Stage

A broad (tangible and intangible) definition of 
public capital
Public Investment in EU declined from 2008        

to 2016. Infrastructure: -25%
Fiscal consolidation identified as the main 

driver of the drop
Not just the usual suspects: The German case 

- Severe deterioration of public capital stock since 2000
- Demographic change, decarbonization and 

digitalization  Additional investment needs
- Sector by sector analysis leads to the estimation of 

€450bn over the next decade.

Cerniglia, F. and F. Saraceno (eds) (2020) A European Public Investment 
Outlook. Cambridge: Open Book Publishers.
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A Preview: Out on December 1st!
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Looking forward: Industrial Policy

•Alstom-Siemens Merger Case
 Argued for the necessity of the merger to face Chinese competition
 Rejected by the Commission

A Franco-German Manifesto for a European Industry Policy for 
the twenty-first century
 The need for European champions:

- To exploit economies of scale
- To increase market power
- To contrast other countries

• In the same spirit: review of competition rules and 
protectionist measures (‘national security clauses’)
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Much more than European Champions
Mazzucato, M. (2013) The Entrepreneurial State. London: Anthem Press.

•The government role goes beyond the standard Keynesian business cycle 
regulation

• Important role in sustaining and orienting long-term goals: creating markets

•The State has three features absent from the private sector
 Patience
Deep pockets
Well-being rather than profit maximization

•Many innovations (in biotech, but also others, from the internet to…Siri!) 
have benefited from government funding and research

• Industrial policy should be aimed at creating “missions” around which 
virtuous private-public interaction be organized
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What Role for Industrial Policy?
Aiginger, K., Rodrik, D. Rebirth of Industrial Policy and an 
Agenda for the Twenty-First Century. J Ind Compet Trade 20, 
189–207 (2020).
•Harmonize social goals and economic growth
 Ecological Transition
 Digitalization

•Economies of scale
•Crowding-in of private investment
•Avoid the delusion of services: Manufacturing to remain central
•Multidimensional policy: (taxes/incentives, regulation, trade, 

competition, monetary policy, finance, regional policies, 
investment)
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Inflation: Keep Cool and Carry On

•The sources of inflation
•Make Temporary Permanent? The Monetarist View
•Central Banks strategy: Keep cool and be vigilant
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Thank You!

@fsaraceno

francesco.saraceno@sciencespo.fr
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